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1953 or 1954
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Typed Manuscript Unsigned. Typed rectos only,
ribbon copy, stapled together in upper left corner. 24
leaves as follows: “Statement of Project,” 3 leaves.;
“Life,” 3 leaves; “Poems,” 18 leaves. An interesting
manuscript, a typed application likely for a Sewanee
Review fellowship, prepared in 1953 or 1954 while
Dickey was teaching English at Rice University. The
manuscript is divided into three parts with the first
being a three-page proposal outlining his poetic
intentions and the practical implications of what a
fellowship would meant to his work. It is immediately
clear that he is striving for new ways of expressing
himself thought poetry: “[I] will cut back and forth
in time and from place to place, threading together
historical events and certain personal associations in
a matter which I hope will produce something of a
‘timeless’ perspective.” Furthering the exploration of
these idea with be greatly assisted by the fellowship:
“My ideas about poetry are slowly maturing, and I
have learned now, or almost learned, what to discard
in my work, and that a poem grows very slowly
out of the refusal of many spontaneities and the
refurbishment of a few.”
The second part of the manuscript includes a threepage biography and bibliography. Dickey describes his
upbringing in Florida and Atlanta, his time as an Air
Force pilot during World War II, and his education
and initial attempts at publication including the
completed novel “now under consideration by
a publisher” and another partly finished. The
bibliography lists three magazines that have published
his poetry and two others pending, including The
Quarterly Review of Literature to which he lists three
poems that were never published. The third and
final part contains three poem typescripts: “The
Anniversary,” published in Poetry 82 (June 1953);
“The Angel of the Maze,” that was later published in
Poetry 86 (June 1955); and “Two Related Poems – for
my son,” which appear not to have been published.
A wonderful manuscript from the early days of
Dickey’s literary career when he was an aspiring still
struggling to develop his poetic voice. [BTC#413029]

